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Charlottetown Conference 1864 
Role Play Assignment 

 
By the mid-1860s, the colonies of British North America were facing 
difficult times.  Tensions surrounding the American Civil War and colonial 
economies were very overwhelming; some colonies even faced bankruptcy.  
Something needed to be done.  Many leaders saw a union – or confederation – 
of the colonies as the only way to overcome these issues.  A new union would 
be a tremendous undertaking and would require much discussion.   
 
In this assignment, you will role play the Charlottetown Conference of 1864.  
You will be assigned the name of an actual delegate to the conference and 
will negotiate on behalf of the territory and people that you represent. In 
essence, you will decide on whether confederation should proceed.   
 
Part I:  Delegates nametag      Individual mark /5 
 
Once you have received your delegate name, create a name tag containing 
the following information: 

• Your Delegate’s Name 
• Where is this man from? 
• Years alive 
• Picture of delegate 
• Views on confederation and why this delegate has these opinions 

 
You will be wearing this name tag throughout the conference.  Therefore, 
this tag needs to be no larger than 5” X 7”.   
 
Part II: Colony Background     Group Mark /10 
 
Join together with the other delegates from your colony and produce the 
following background information: 

• Name of Colony 
• Map of colony including capital city (1864). 
• Your colony’s population 
• Names of political leaders and delegates present  

 
 



Part III: Conference Package     Group Mark /50 
Complete the charts included in the conference package.  Ensure you answer 
each section as fully as possible.   
 
Part IV: Reflections/Self-Evaluation   Individual Mark /15 
Complete the reflection and self evaluations worksheets as required.  Ensure 
you answer each section as fully as possible.   
 
 
Total Marks: 80 marks 
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